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This Digital Breakout activity is a review of Romeo and 
Juliet. Players visit a reading room to find clues and solve 
a Secret Code. 

It has been designed to take 8th & 9th grade below-level 
students 45-60 minutes. This resource also includes a 
complete Teacher’s Guide, extension activities, and an 
answer key. 

Have fun!

Danielle @ Nouvelle ELA
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Editable Extension Activities.ppt

(link and password provided in the resource)

If you are doing this activity 100% digital, you can upload the extension 
activities to the closed learning platform of your choice. This includes 

the editable writing prompts, the questions for research and 
discussion, and the sources and resources pdfs. 

This is a digital version of my best-selling 

Romeo & Juliet Escape Room.

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Romeo-and-Juliet-Escape-Room-Review-Activity-3149077
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This activity is perfect for reviewing Romeo & Juliet. It requires students to complete four tasks. Each task 
gives them a clue for the final Secret Code. The Student Answer Sheet has students enter these clues to 
make sure they actually complete the tasks. The four tasks cover plot and theme, characters, quotes, and 
a close reading activity. You can extend the secret quote into a longer analysis activity after the game. 
(These activities can be completed in any order) There are two versions of the Plot task for differentiation.

Task 1: Plot – Students choose the exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and resolution from 
twelve options. Version 2: Plot & Theme – Ss analyze plot and theme in twelve examples from the text. 

Task 2: Character Chart – Players input character names for each description. 

Task 3: Quote Identification – Players identify the speaker for fifteen quotes. After each set of five, they get 
an illustration of a key scene in the play. 

Task 4: Close Reading – Students answer multiple-choice questions about the Balcony scene.

Secret Quote – Students use the keys they’ve collected to help decode this quote. They get a reward 
video. After the game, you can have students complete a written response to this quote. 

The digital interface

Main features:
Here are the main features of the gameplay. 

technology:
This breakout utilizes a website. Students progress through the levels by discovering passwords or hidden 
portals in each level. 

For best results reading the texts, have students complete this activity on laptops or iPads. 

You should run through any Escape Room/Breakout before presenting it to students. 

Students navigate to four tasks and a final 

Secret Code from the main room. 

Click here anytime to 

see a list of characters.
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The digital interface

Each task opens as a new 

level. Points of Interest are 

highlighted when students 

scroll over them. 

Further clues and 

information pop up in a 

lightbox.

Students progress by answering 

questions at the end of each task. 

This will give them a clue to the 

final Secret Code.

Students can also get a 
hint if they need one. ☺

The final task is a Secret Code. The words and 

phrases students find throughout the game are 

color-coded. The game also autofills once 

students enter a letter. You can see that here 

with the letter “E.” 

This “Secret Code” is a quote about reading 

Shakespeare that you can have your students 

analyze as an extension activity.


